
Did you know that on Thursday, October 25, Dogwood is hosting its very first combined 
Scholastic Book Fair and DES Literacy Night?  During this exciting evening, we would love for 
you to showcase one of your favorite pieces of literature.   Help us turn the DES cafeteria into a 
gallery of books by creating a “Reading Fair Board.”

How:  

            1. Choose a book you have recently read and loved. Or read a new one. 

            2. Follow the guidelines below to create your reading fair board and get creative.

	 3. Need some inspiration check out Pinterest or Google “Reading Fair Boards.”

            4. Submit the board to the library the morning of Thursday, October 25 with the  	   

                attached entry form. (It’s on the back of this letter.) Please tape the form to the board.

            5. Have fun!  Feel free to work with a peer partner or as a family.  Projects do not need 

	     to be done independently.


Guidelines for Construction and Completion of Board: 

1. Purchase a tri-fold display board.  The board cannot be taller than 36 inches and 

	     it cannot include toppers.

        

            2. The board must fold flat once fully constructed. Objects placed on the board cannot  

	     impede the flat storage of the board.* You do not need to include an actual copy of  

                the book. 


	 3. The boards should display the following information.  Fiction guidelines are below.   

                Nonfiction guidelines are on the back.  

Dogwood Elementary 
invites you to participate in their 

inaugural reading fair. 

PreK-2nd FICTION 

1. Title of book in the center fold. Include 
an image/images that highlight the book. 


     Think of it as the book’s cover. 

2. Author

3. Illustrator

4. Publisher and Copyright Date ©-look for 

this symbol.

5. Setting: The when and the where. If the 

story takes place in more than once 
location, choose the most important. 


6. Main characters: You can list their name 
or names.  You could include a picture.


7. Plot:  Beginning, Middle, End.  A 
sentence describing each of these parts. 


8. Complete this statement, “I think you 
should read this book because.” Was it 
funny? Did a specific part surprise you?


3rd-5th FICTION 

1. Title of book in the center fold. Include an 
image/images that highlight the book.


     Think of it as the book’s cover. 

2. Author

3. Illustrator

4. Publisher and Copyright Date ©-look for this 

symbol.

5. Genre: Be specific. What type of fiction?

6. Tone: How does the author want you to feel 

as you read?  Happy, sad, unnerved, 
grateful?


7. Setting: The when and the where. If the story 
takes place in more than once location, 
choose the most important. 


8. Main characters: Include names and three 
traits of the character.


9. Plot:  A short summary of the story.  Do not 
just retell the story.


10.Conflict: Identify the main, most important 
problem/struggle.


11.Solution: How is the main conflict solved?

12.Opinion of book: Funny?  Suspenseful?




 

PreK-2nd NON FICTION 

1. Title of book in the center fold. Include 
an image/images that highlight the book. 


     Think of it as the book’s cover. 

2. Author

3. Illustrator

4. Publisher and Copyright Date ©-look for 

this symbol.

5. Topic of Information

6. Three facts you learned.

7. Complete this statement, “If you like 

learning about ________________, you 
will enjoy reading this book. 


3rd-5th NON FICTION 

1. Title of book in the center fold. Include 
an image/images that highlight the book. 


     Think of it as the book’s cover. 

2. Author

3. Illustrator

4. Publisher and Copyright Date ©-look for 

this symbol.

5. Topic of Information

6. Type of Informational Text: Biographical, 

Autobiographical, Informational, Opinion/
Argument


7. Illustrate key details/ideas and/or 
relationships in the text through a 
graphic organizer. 


8. Student Connection: Text to Self.. How 
has this information affected you. Has it 
made you think differently? Have you 
gained any knowledge from reading it?


9. Recommendation: Who would enjoy 
reading this book and why?


ENTRY FORM: Complete and tape to back of tri-fold. 

Name(s):_________________________________________________________________


Homeroom:____________________________________________________________


Grade:_____________________________


Title of Book:_________________________________________________________________________




